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Introduction 
Across the globe, diabetes has become one of the most common 

diseases, which is prevalent due to a number of reasons including 
increasing life expectancy, changed lifestyle, as well as growing obesity 
problems. It is investigated in WHO projects that diabetes is predicted 
to be 7th most leading cause of cancer by 2030, which is now becoming 
a challenging situation for entire nations [1]. Also, there are a number 
of cases that have been reported in international hospitals which 
clearly indicates that most of the patients are diagnosed with diabetes 
due to which there are growing chances of spread of the disease in 
coming years. International Diabetic Federation (IDF) reports that at 
global level [2], there are approximately 382 million patients suffering 
from diabetes whereas there is an expected growth in the rate by 2035 
[3].

Through investigating Asian countries, India is reported to 
diagnose approximately 65.1 million people with diabetes whereas 
China is the second largest country in the world which has almost 98.4 
million diabetic patients that are diagnosed at its medical institutes 
[4]. There is an extensive research on diabetes and thus, statistics 
and information in these researches are still in an upgrade phase 
due to changes in its nature and acting bodies that result in further 
complications for metabolism [5]. Furthermore, it is also revealed 
that most of the researchers have identified that diabetes is basically 
an initial step towards chronic diseases, in which some of them are 
treated while rest of them transform into cancerous nature. Palmer 
illustrates that diabetes is misinterpreted due to its relation with 
obesity however, apart from its integral relation with latter disease; 
there are a number of reasons that cause diabetes in a human body. 
Table 1 shows distribution of affected populations of different regions 
in the world.
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Abstract
 P53 tumor suppressor gene is widely known for its critical be-
havior that is related to damaging nuclear metabolism in the human 
body, which further contributes in increasing chronic activations. It 
is also explored that as there is an increase in the changing lifestyle 
and eating patterns, a number of chronic diseases are induced due 
to which human body cells are damaged and thus, incurable diseas-
es are diagnosed. China is reported to lie in the category of most 
diabetic vulnerable countries in the world due to a number of patients 
being reported having type 1 or type 2 diabetes. Both types occur 
due to different reasons but are mainly treated using similar medical 
tools and techniques. In this literature review, P53 tumor suppressor 
gene, which plays a major role in diabetes mellitus (type2 diabetes), 
is also investigated.
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Major diabetic cases in different regions have indicated that 
there are some molecular conditions which contribute in metabolic 
disorder. It is found that are there some proteins which contains 
anti-diabetic effects with which transcriptional activation of genes is 
regulated. Among all these proteins, P53 tumor protein is identified as 
one of the diabetes pathogenesis which regulates at posttranslational 
level [6]. The following paper is developed to understand pivotal 
role of P53 tumor protein in type 2 diabetes. Moreover, it aims to 
investigate background of diabetes by illustrating its types and major 
complications while discussing complete structure of the protein 
that exhibits anti-diabetes effects. Furthermore, it is also important 
to investigate some of the medicinal practices that are involved in 
determining activation with respect to metabolic disorder [4].

Types of Diabetes Mellitus 
According to the study proposed by [7], the author explains 

that diabetes mellitus is one of the primary diseases, which is often 
associated with prevention of the body from useful energy that is 
gained through eating food and experiencing basic lifestyle activities. 

Table 1: High Blood Glucose Age-Standardized in Different Regions (Source: Glob-
al Report, WHO).nutrients; Hb=Hemoglobin; Vit= Vitamin.

Region Both Genders Males Females

Africa 111.3 111.1 110.9

America 72.6 84.8 63.9

Eastern Mediterranean 139.6 138.3 140.2

Europe 55.7 64.5 46.5

South-East Asia 115.3 129.1 101.8

Western Pacific 67 67.8 65.8
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sugar does not travel itself to the cells due to which pancreas is explored 
to have certain functions in triggering transportation of glucose [1].  
In the whole process, pancreas has the role of producing insulin in 
the blood, which further acts as a key to help sugar penetrating in the 
body for developing internal energy.  

The process of internal sugar transmission and energy development 
is further added by [9], which states that sugar level is identified to 
be lowered when sugar leaves the blood stream and penetrates in the 
cell during the function. In this way, pancreas is unable to produce 
insulin and thus, enough sugar is not supplied to body cells that are 
responsible in developing energy in the body [6]. The consequences 
of such malfunctioning process results in increased sugar level, which 
causes individual to experience major health disabilities. The paper 
also illustrates that diabetes is developed in two different stages, which 
have different malfunctioning processes and affects human body in 
different ways [10] (Table 2).

It is also illustrated in the paper that diabetes often occur in different 
situations and thus, an individual has to suffer from various health 
issues that affect its metabolic system completely. Pancreas in the body 
is related to producing little to no insulin through beta cells and thus, 
requires the body to use excessive sugar or energy [8].  However, when 
the pancreas does not function appropriately, it increases chances of 
diabetes in the body [3]. 

The mechanism of diabetes is also described by [5], which stresses 
on the cells that contribute in making energy in the body. The paper 
explains that the food eaten by individual is broken down into sugary 
substances, often known as glucose, which is responsible in developing 
energy in the body that further enable it to perform daily activities 
in an active manner [4]. In the body, a number of blood vessels are 
present that are responsible in transporting sugar to different organs 
of the body where there are different types of nutrients are stored, such 
as stomach, liver, muscles etc [2]. However, it is medically proved that 

Table 2: Characteristics of Diabetes Mellitus [11].

Total (N=476) NDM (N=405) KDM (N=71) P Value

Mean (Standard Deviation)

Age(years) 65.7 ± 9.48 65.7 ± 9.61 65.5 ± 8.75 0.838

Body mass index (kg/m2) 23.9 ± 4.03 23.9 ± 4.15 24.1 ± 3.28 0.802

Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 147.4 ± 24.7 146.5 ± 25.1 152.3 ± 22.4 0.071

Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 76.5 ± 13.5 76.5 ± 13.8 77.0 ± 11.7 0.744

HbA1c (%) 7.62 ± 1.77 7.46 ± 1.52 8.48 ± 2.65 <0.001

Spherical equivalent (right eye) 0.22 ± 1.77 0.13 ± 1.81 0.66 ± 1.46 0.027

Number (%)

Male 177 (37.2) 155 (38.3) 22 (31.0) 0.241

Hypertension 296 (62.2) 243 (60.0) 53 (74.7) 0.019

Self-reported hypertension 65 (13.7) 42 (10.4) 23 (32.4) <0.001

Education (high school or higher) 8 (1.68) 8 (1.98) 0 (0.00) 0.232

Previous cataract surgery (at least 1 eye) 22 (4.63) 21 (5.20) 1 (1.41) 0.161

PVA <6/18a 72 (15.5) 61 (15.5) 11 (15.5) 0.998

Types of Diabetes 
Based on the study developed by [5] the author emphasizes on 

inadequate function of pancreas that increases diabetic symptoms 
and thus, an individual suffers from such disability. It is explored 
in the research that there are two main types of diabetes which are 
the consequence of inadequate insulin production in the body or 
even impaired response to insulin. From medical perspectives and 
information collected from different healthcare institutes, the author 
indicates that two types of diabetes are present, which have different 
functions, symptoms, and treatment mechanisms [12]. Both of the 
types are associated with chronic disabilities of body and hence, 
people have to undergo numerous phases for the identification of the 
type of diabetes [13].

Type 1 diabetes is primary internal disability of the human 
body which is related to damage of beta cells that are responsible 
for producing insulin in the cells of pancreas. Ryan claims that 
there are almost 10% of the cases in every region which often leads 
to chronic conditions when pancreatic beta cells are dead or even 
insulin production is greatly affected. It is further explored that type 
1 diabetes patients have to use insulin injections in most of the times 
so that their blood glucose could be controlled easily [14]. The paper 
also mentions that type 1 diabetes is common among the people who 

are under 30 years of age however, due to increasing internal adverse 
functions, the disease can occur at any age [15]. 

Another type of disease is type 2 which is related to adult diabetic 
conditions and thus, mostly adults have to suffer from pancreatic 
malfunctioning processes. According to [2] type 2 cases are reported 
to include pancreas producing insulin but in limited or insufficient 
quantity. However, sometimes, medical reports indicate that if 
pancreas is producing enough insulin then it is not performing in a 
way that it should be. Apart from this, it is also explored that out of 
10 patients, 9 of them are diagnosed with type 2 diabetes and mainly 
occurs above 40 years of age [4]. Despite the facts about internal 
disturbances among functions of pancreas, type 2 is likely to occur in 
childhood as well only if there are increasing risk factors related to the 
disease. In terms of lessening the effects of type 2, doctors recommend 
controlling diet, excessive workout, and weight management [3]. 
However, treatment of such disease is related to oral intake of glucose-
lowering medications and eve insulin injections [1].

Structure of p53 Tumor Suppressor Protein 
As discussed in latter section, P53 tumor protein has the anti-

diabetes effects, which contributes in regulating transactional 
activities [16]. Defines the structure of tumor protein that is built 
upon N-terminal transcriptional activation domain, DNA binding 
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domain, and C terminus with oligomeric and similar activities. The 
author explains that main function of P53 is to perform according to 
transcription while it has the ability to regulate more than 500 genes. 
As illustrated in Figure 1, 393 residue polypeptide form N-terminal to 
C-terminal are present in its functional domains which are responsible 
in regulating stress-activated and sequence-specific DNA binding 
which is also linked with transcription factor [17].

P53 also involves general transcription factors of RNAPII initiation 
machinery with the aim to relocate target genes [15]. 

Figure 1: P53 Tumor Structure.

Figure 2: Cellular Mechanism of P53.

From the above figure, it is noticed that N-terminal comprises of 
1-43 residues, which mainly contains transcription functions [15]. 
However, 364-393 residues in C-terminal are termed as negative 
regulatory domain, which have the capability to bind DNA based 
sequencing process. Apart from this, 100-300 residues are present 
in the central domain that are identified as DNA binding activators 
ad thus, their location also contributes in containing oncogenic 
P53 mutations [12]. There is another important domain in P53 i.e. 
proline rich which has the ability to bind Mdm2 with N-terminal and 
C-terminal domains. It is studied in the paper proposed by Barnes 
that P53 contains binding functions which binds DNA with Zinc as 
cofactor while the connection is established as homotetramer [18].

During inavtive state, P53 is transformed as cytoplasmic that 
contains exposure to stress and thus, accumulation in the nucleus 
is resultant while biochemical effects in the nucleus are evident as 
well [4]. Basically, responses with respect to P53 are often subjected 
to controlled and finely-tuned functions that are present at different 
levels. When activating signals does not function in the process, P53 is 
then repressed by the oncoprotein with respect to Mdm2 and Mdm4. 
It is explored in the research developed by [19] Mdm2 repressor is 
mainly linked with masking transactivation domain and comprises of 
E3 ligase which is not present in Mdm4 but has the ability to repress 
transactivation of P53.

It is also found in the paper of [20]. That P53 plays a major role 
in gene expression and their stability and thus, performs significant 
functions that are closely linked with these types of genes. It is 
investigated in the research that P53 tumor suppressor has capability 
to become activated and stabilize cellular stress and its various types 
[2]. Based on the illustrated mechanism of P53 in Figure 2, it is 
identified that there are different signaling pathways that have covered 
major area of P53/Mdm2/Mdm4 that is able to release p53 from its 
repressors and thus, its functions are able to regulate downstream 
transcription in which genes are involved in attaining cellular 
responses in various ways [3]. Soon after translocation is performed 
in the nuclear side, P53 starts to act as transcriptor that is related to 
binding tetramer to cis-regulatory areas of genes. In addition to this, 

The structure of P53 tumor suppressor has other properties as 
well which are associated with many other proteins involved in the 
mechanism and thus, they are responsible in interacting with each 
other in different phases of the RNAPII transcription cycle [1]. In 
addition, there is also a physical interaction identified in P53 that 
occurs within cyclin-dependent kinase CDK9 and thus, Churm 
reports its inactivation of its catalytic activity through tiny molecules 
including Flavopiridol (FP), which is found to emphasize on blockage 
held among mRNA synthesis in living cells while it in turn triggers 
P53 activation. 

Influence of P53 on Type 2 Diabetes
P53 in type 2 diabetes was first investigated in 2009 when there 

was an experimental practice conducted by Minamino and his collea-
gues with respect to insulin and diet resistance in Ay  transgenic mice 
that are mainly vulnerable to type 2 diabetes while it is mediated by 
P53 [21].   The investigation revealed that inhibition of P53 activity 
is due to disturbances in siRNA cells or by TP53 gene. These in turn 
were witnessed to alleviate senescence while also lessened amount of 
inflammatory cytokine expression in the adipose tissue of the mice 
on which the experiment was actually conducted. The findings of the 
results declare that due to the activation of these cells, development of 
insulin was hindered [12].

The research developed by [22]. indicates that chronic hyperglyca-
meia is often associated with mitochondrial dysfunction which is ba-
sically induced while increases production of glycation end products 
(AGEs), as well as protein kinase C activation, and other pathways, 
which altogether  has immediate effect on the Reactive Oxygen Spe-
cies (ROS) overproduction and oxidative stress [15]. It is also ensured 
by the author that ROS has also capability of damaging cells due to 
which oxidative lipids, proteins, and DNA are also affected [3]. The 
findings of the research reveal that due to these changes oxidative 
damages at the nuclear level, P53 tumor is activated which in turn reg-
ulates genes, such as apoptotic, pro-inflammatory, and metabolic [4]. 
Thus, hyperglycaemia is responsible in increasing P53 tumor level in 
the genes which are considered to play a vital role in the development 
of metabolism disabilities while other vascular complications related 
to type2 diabetes are recorded.

In another study conducted by [23] the author addresses that type 
2 diabetes patients are main targets of P53 tumor, which are found 
to be in higher level as compared to other primary controls. The 
study further describes that in type 2 diabetes patients, level of P53 
tumor increases with age and time and thus, chronic hyperglycaemia 
is found to be most chronic in terms of increasing P53 tumor. It is 
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further explored in the study of [24] that increasing levels of glucose 
also affects apoptosis which are primarily associated with large 
amount of P53 tumor expression and proapoptotic factor (BAX). In 
the experiment conducted in 2009, [25] also relates that pancreatic 
beta cells are also exposed to higher level of glucose which is found to 
be chronic while also relates with stabilizing P53 tumor that is caused 
by low level of Mdm2 expressions ad degradation of P53 tumor [15].

There are other researches as well which sheds light on major 
influence of P53 tumor in affecting type 2 diabetes patients and thus, 
their relevant evidence supports the process in a positive way As 
mentioned [26,27]. Illustrates in the research that human endothelial 
cells are treated with increasing amount of glucose, which induces 
P53 tumor in endothelial senescence and thus, it gradually decreases 
SIRT1 expression. In another area of the research, the author describes 
that SIRT1 contributes in deregulating P53 tumor activity by using 
deacetylation. In relation to this, in human endothelial Eahy cells, 
AGE is induced in the cells which as a result reduces level of SIRT1 
while increases P53 tumor level Furthermore [2,28]. Studied about the 
impact of P53 tumor on humans for which different levels of effects 
are reported.

In the previous researches, the influence of P53 tumor in type 2 
diabetes is evident which were compared with the patients of impaired 
glucose tolerance, as well as normoglycaemics [29,30]. Explains that 
results of these relationships were identified as contrast. The results 
show that relevant indications were not adequately determining extent 
of influence that is caused by P53 tumor due to which, researches 
in the following area might differ with those that have outlined 
significant details [12]. Thus, it is noticed in the research that level of 
type 2 diabetes patients and its controls are not significant enough to 
prove the claim [1].

The influence of P53 tumor is also explored in the research 
developed by different regulators associated with metabolic pathways, 
such as tumor development caused by metabolic pathways while they 
are known to enhance metabolic pathways that are also considered to 
be anti-tumorigenic including fatty acid oxidation. By understanding 
various concepts and internal mechanism with respect to P53 tumor 
[31,32] also highlights that in type 2 diabetes patients, P53 tumor acts 
as a promoting agent which increases expression of gluconeogenesis-
related genes while further develops hepatic glucose production 
thorough incorporating liver cells in a human body that comprises 
of varying statuses of P53 tumor. Hence, the study concludes that the 
role of P53 tumor is critical in the pathogenesis of obesity and thus, 
type 2 diabetes patients are primarily investigated in this regard [3].

The paper conducted by [33]. Also shows that due to excessive 
intake of calories, there is an increase in the level of obesity which 
further results in the stress oxidation in the adipose tissue of an 
individual’s metabolism and thus, type 2 diabetes like diseases become 
popular in the health risks [15]. This is also responsible in promoting 
senescence-like changes for instance, increased level of P53 tumor, 
as well as large production of pro-inflammatory cytokines [34]. 
Also supports the findings that 12-wk high fat diet in people are also 
known as basic causes of increased P53 tumor level which occur in 
tissues, such as adipose, muscle, and even small intestine. In relation 
with latter findings [35] also explores that when an individual takes 
high amount of calories in their diet then there are the chances of 
increased endothelial expression of P53 tumor among them and thus, 
major effects are resulted in organs and tissues. In this way, it is clear 
that such diabetic condition also results into different expressions, 

including hyperglycaemia and hyperinsulinaemia which contributes 
in increased regulation of P523 tumor. This also shows that a number 
of different tissues are involved through an increased amount of 
oxidative stress [4].

As it can be seen that in order to understand the relation between 
P53 and type 2 diabetes patients, an experiment was associated, this 
ensures that human internal mechanisms are completely similar to 
that of a mouse [2]. A number of theorists and researchers have been 
investigated to gather information regarding basic links between the 
states and thus, it is explored that P53 tumor trigger expressions of 
different activators and cells in the body that results in increasing 
diabetes level and thus, type 2 cells are mainly determined in the 
organs and tissues [3]. These researches have widely provided 
evidence of the influence which is significant as it not only affects 
nuclear performances but also damages complete functions of cells 
that are important in retaining metabolism [31].

From the present results of research, it is also explored that each 
of the concept and claims are aligned with the findings associated 
with animal models induced with diabetes and obesity, and thus, it 
is clear that type 2 diabetes patients are found to have higher level of 
P53 tumor in their cells that affects their tissues and organs greatly 
[12]. Moreover, increased duration and value of WHR is also related 
to the consequence of P53 tumor that affects diabetes to the greatest 
extent. Hence, the study provides clear evidence of the nature of 
tumor that plays a critical role in developing diabetic and obesity-
related mutations in the body.

It is also reviewed in the article produced by Halim and Alice 
Halim that role of P53 in type2 diabetes in terms of mitochondrial, 
regulation, and glycolysis is controversial and contradictory. The 
article includes some of the complexities related to P53 which are 
mainly due to the induction of target genes that are related to different 
types of cells while in the presence or absence from different extents 
of stresses. It is also studied in the proposed research that P53 tumor 
involves various processes which includes different mechanisms 
in choosing target genes while also whether cell fate is complex or 
elusive. Furthermore, there are other factors as well which have a 
major role in the selection of target genes including P53 expression, 
posttranslational modifications, presence of cofactors, and sequence-
based affinities in P53 binding [36]. 

Conclusion
In human physiology, glucose is considered as one of the significant 

substance that is required by the body to increase internal energy 
with respect to contributing in the daily routine activities in a more 
appropriate way. It is explored in the research that glucose plays a vital 
role in organisms and thus, it is transported from one energy source to 
another through various cellular organisms, such as bacteria, yeasts, 
and even worms. It is studied in the research that diabetes is one of 
the most common diseases in the healthcare, which has impacted 
economies to the greatest extent. By investigating statistical analysis of 
diabetes, China is under threat of increasing disease, which is reported 
to further increase by 2035. The main reason behind conducting the 
study was to explore different types of diabetes that are common 
among patients and how P53 tumor suppressor influences molecular 
cells in the body that further activates negative functions and thus, 
human body is induced with chronic tumor cells. A number of 
researches have been explored in the research which emphasizes on 
the structure of P53 tumor and its internal domains that contribute 
in increasing internal metabolism of negative cells. In this regard, it 
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is studied that P53 tumor comprises of three different domains while 
each domain has a total of 393 residues that have varying functions. 
Later in the research, influence of P53 on type2 diabetes is studies 
which ensure that it has a direct relation in increasing the internal 
metabolism and thus, P53 tumor works to increase diabetic level in 
the body, causing tissues and organs to damage.
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